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Abstract

The plant growth- promoting rhizobacterium Delftia acidovorans RAY209 is capable of establishing strong root attachment during early 
plant development at 7 days post- inoculation. The transcriptional response of RAY209 was measured using RNA- seq during early (day 
2) and sustained (day 7) root colonization of canola plants, capturing RAY209 differentiation from a medium- suspended cell state to 
a strongly root- attached cell state. Transcriptomic data was collected in an identical manner during RAY209 interaction with soybean 
roots to explore the putative root colonization response to this globally relevant crop. Analysis indicated there is an increased number 
of significantly differentially expressed genes between medium- suspended and root- attached cells during early soybean root coloniza-
tion relative to sustained colonization, while the opposite temporal pattern was observed for canola root colonization. Regardless of 
the plant host, root- attached RAY209 cells exhibited the least amount of differential gene expression between early and sustained root 
colonization. Root- attached cells of either canola or soybean roots expressed high levels of a fasciclin gene homolog encoding an adhe-
sion protein, as well as genes encoding hydrolases, multiple biosynthetic processes, and membrane transport. Notably, while RAY209 
ABC transporter genes of similar function were transcribed during attachment to either canola or soybean roots, several transporter 
genes were uniquely differentially expressed during colonization of the respective plant hosts. In turn, both canola and soybean plants 
expressed genes encoding pectin lyase and hydrolases – enzymes with purported function in remodelling extracellular matrices in 
response to RAY209 colonization. RAY209 exhibited both a core regulatory response and a planthost- specific regulatory response to 
root colonization, indicating that RAY209 specifically adjusts its cellular activities to adapt to the canola and soybean root environments. 
This transcriptomic data defines the basic RAY209 response as both a canola and soybean commercial crop and seed inoculant.

DATA SUMMARY
Raw sequencing reads have been deposited into National 
Center for Biotechnology Information – Sequence Read 
Archive (SRA) under number PRJNA544929, with accession 
numbers SAMN11866859–SAMN11866882.

INTRODUCTION
To attract and maintain a beneficial root microbiome, plants can 
exude 20–30 % of photosynthate into the rhizosphere, making the 

plant root an ideal target for bacterial colonization [1–3]. Several 
agriculturally relevant rhizobacteria have been shown to establish 
root colonization through a two- phase process: an initial weak, 
transient and reversible root association is followed by the distinct 
transition to a strong and irreversible root attachment through 
the production of various extracellular components required for 
bacterial cell anchoring and aggregation [4]. Once root- attached, 
specific members of a plant’s root microbiome have the capacity 
to promote plant growth through a variety of mechanisms, 
including bacterial production of phytohormones, production 
of iron siderophores that can mobilize iron to the plant, nitrogen 
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fixation, and antagonism of plant pathogen growth [5]. Advance-
ments in molecular and genomic technologies have improved the 
mechanistic understanding of some of these interactions between 
plant growth- promoting rhizobacteria (PGPRs) and plant hosts, 
and have highlighted their importance in understanding overall 
rhizosphere ecology and plant health.

The global demand for increased crop vigour and yield has 
stimulated interest in the commercial development of PGPR 
inoculants for improved crop growth, creating the need for a 
deeper understanding of PGPR activity [6]. Such inoculants, 
which contain either a singular isolate or a mixture of a few 
distinct PGPR isolates, are traditionally used for pulse crops due 
to the known benefits of symbiotic plant–microbe nitrogen fixa-
tion [7]. However, the development and appropriate application 
of PGPR inoculants for other plant crop species may provide a 
tool for farmers to address the global challenge of increasing food 
production without increasing negative impacts to environmental 
systems [8, 9].

PGPR inoculant activity is generally preceded by successful plant 
host root attachment, followed by established colonization [4, 10]. 
However, the dynamic nature of the plant- root environment and 
the physiological changes throughout maturation present signifi-
cant challenges to bacterial colonization, especially considering 
that these changes and developments can vary substantially among 
plant taxa [1, 11, 12]. Further contributing to the complexity of 
plant–microbe interactions is the assumption that the genomic 
capacity of a specific bacterium governs its ability to adapt to and 
successfully colonize a given root. Thus, investigation of PGPR 
gene regulation during early and sustained root colonization is 
a straightforward approach to help identify genetic traits and 
regulatory responses that confer adaptations or advantages for 
root colonization.

The betaproteobacteria Delftia acidovorans RAY209 (RAY209) 
was previously isolated from a canola rhizosphere growing in 
Western Canadian soil, and the genome sequence was recently 
published [13]. RAY209 is registered by the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency under the Fertilisers Act and Regulations for 
use as a PGPR inoculant for two globally important crop plants, 
canola (Brassica rapa subsp. oleifera) and soybean (Glycine 
max). The respective global production of canola and soybean 
has been reported to be up to 68 million and 337 million metric 
tonnes [14], with crop production increasing in response to rising 
consumption and demand. Therefore, investigation of the genetic 
mechanisms that enable RAY209 to colonize the roots of these 
important crops will help facilitate the selection of other PGPR 
inoculants, and can equip crop producers with an empirical basis 
of understanding for optimal RAY209 application.

This study uses RNA- seq transcriptional analysis to investigate the 
functional activities of RAY209 during interaction with the devel-
oping root systems of canola and soybean plants. Extensive exper-
imentation was performed with the canola root environment to 
first confirm that RAY209 is capable of exhibiting a two- phase root 
colonization response, then to validate a method for differential 
collection of the irreversibly root- attached cells from the revers-
ibly root- associated cells [4]. We posit that RAY209 collected from 
plant roots using this validated method constitutes cells exhibiting 

a root colonization response, although the soybean root coloniza-
tion described in this study is to be considered putative based on a 
lack of direct physical confirmation. Just as the benefits conferred 
by a PGPR inoculant may be distinct between different plants, it 
is hypothesized that RAY209 will exhibit distinct transcriptional 
responses to the colonization of two unique root environments, 
and that identifying these differences will provide novel insights 
into root colonization mechanisms by rhizobacteria.

METHODS
Canola and soybean hydroponic growth systems
Canola and soybean plants were prepared and cultivated 
independently, with both types of seeds first sterilized with 2 % 
NaClO and rinsed with sterile water. Seeds were germinated 
in the dark on sterile polystyrene mesh squares set atop 0.2 % 
agar for 4 days. D. acidovorans RAY209 was grown overnight 
on solid lysogeny broth (LB) medium with 0.5% NaCl, and 
subsequently inoculated into tryptic soy broth (TSB) and 
grown overnight at 30 °C with shaking at 200 r.p.m. On the 
fourth day of seed germination, overnight growth of RAY209 
was prepared to a volume supporting an inoculation concen-
tration of 5.5×107 c.f.u. ml−1, with 0.5× Hoagland’s solution 
(Sigma- Aldrich) as diluent. This volume was applied to the 
bottom of a sterile box, and then mesh screens with sprouted 
canola or soybean were removed from the germination agar 

Impact Statement

It is well established that plant growth can benefit from 
interactions with advantageous bacteria in the soil. To 
attract and maintain a beneficial root- associated micro-
bial community, plants can exude 20–30 % of all carbon 
captured by photosynthesis into the rhizosphere, making 
the plant root an ideal target for bacterial colonization. 
Arguably, a critical component of the plant–microbe 
interaction is the ability of the bacterium to colonize 
the roots of the plant host. The dynamic nature of the 
plant- root environment and the physiological changes 
throughout plant maturation present significant chal-
lenges to bacterial colonization, especially considering 
that these changes and developments can vary substan-
tially among plant taxa. This research investigated the 
regulatory networks of gene expression (RNA- seq) tran-
scriptional analysis to study the root colonization of a 
plant growth- promoting bacterium Delftia acidovorans 
RAY209 in the developing root systems of the two largest 
oil- seed crops grown globally, canola and soybean. Just 
as the benefits conferred by a plant growth- promoting 
bacterium may be distinct between different plants, it 
was hypothesized that RAY209 would exhibit distinct 
transcriptional strategies within two distinct root envi-
ronments, and that identifying these differences would 
provide novel insights into root association and coloniza-
tion mechanisms by plant- associated bacteria.
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and set on the surface edge of the box (experimental day 0). 
These sacrificial plant growth box systems were prepared in 
triplicate for each experimental time point, alongside negative 
control boxes of ‘plant, no RAY209’ and ‘no plant, RAY209’. 
All plant growth box systems were incubated at room temper-
ature within a biosafety cabinet with 16 h light exposure.

Plant growth box systems were monitored daily, with the liquid 
medium level maintained at the level of the mesh supporting 
the plant roots by ‘watering’ with 0.5× Hoagland’s solution 
every 2 days. RAY209 plating and cell count determination 
were performed to monitor survival and detect contamina-
tion by collecting and combining 200 µl from each corner of 
the plant growth box, vortexing briefly and serial diluting in 
1X PBS solution. Dilutions of cell suspensions were plated 
on tryptic soy agar (TSA) and incubated at 30 °C overnight.

To ensure adequate oxygenation within the liquid plant 
growth medium, dissolved oxygen concentrations were meas-
ured at canola roots with a YSI meter prior to root harvesting 
on day 2 and day 7 (Fig. S1). Between each measurement, the 
probe was sterilized in a 2% NaClO solution for 3 min and 
rinsed with sterile water.

Determination of RAY209 colonization of canola
RAY209 root colonization and PGPR activities were 
confirmed on canola plant roots through multiple means of 

assessment, including RAY209 root attachment assays (Figs 1, 
S2 and S3, available with the online version of this article), 
confocal microscopy visualization of GFP- labelled RAY209 
colonizing canola root surfaces (Fig. 2), and an examination 
of plant traits (Fig. S4, Table S1). A root attachment assay 
was conducted with canola plants to confirm the presence 
of an irreversibly root- attached RAY209 population by day 
7 (Fig. 1). Cell counts were performed at day 2 and day 7, 
and were normalized by the wet root mass input for each 
sample. Medium- suspended cells were compositely sampled 
by pooling 200 µl volumes from each corner of a given hydro-
ponic box and vortexing to mix. Root samples were collected 
by removing mesh screens with plant roots from each box 
and using a sterile scalpel to cut roots on the underside of the 
mesh from the point where they were submerged in liquid 
medium, and were then transferred to separate Falcon tubes 
to record the wet root masses for normalization. Loosely 
root- associated cells were dislodged by adding 10 ml 1X 
PBS to each tube of roots and vortexing gently on medium 
speed for 10 s. The loosely root- associated cells were sampled 
from the supernatant, and the roots from each replicate were 
transferred into separate tubes to process the strongly root- 
attached RAY209 cells. Roots were manually homogenized 
for 5 min with a tissue grinder, vortexed at maximum speed 
for 30 s and gently spun down by centrifuging at 1250 g for 
30 s. Cells were sampled from the liquid released by the roots 
during the homogenization process, which was accounted 
for in the wet root mass normalization. The numbers of c.f.u. 
were obtained by serially diluting cells with 1X PBS, plating 
on TSA and incubating overnight at 30 °C.

Construction of the RAY209-GFP strain
D. acidovorans RAY209- GFP (RAY209- GFP) strains were 
obtained via one parental conjugation of RAY209 with 
Escherichia coli S17 λ pir pKN tfd gfp. The GFP- containing E. 
coli donor strain, constructed by Ng [15], was kindly provided 
by Dr Julie Zilles from the University of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign (Urbana- Champaign, IL, USA). Transconjugant 
GFP- positive RAY209 strains were visually selected as green- 
fluorescing colonies on kanamycin- containing (50 µg ml−1) 
TSA plates under long- wave UV illumination. The brightest 
transconjugate strain, Delftia sp. RAY209- GFP 2–2 (RAY209-
 GFP), was selected for root colonization experiments.

Colonization and staining of canola roots
Three surface- sterilized canola seeds were placed in CYG 
germination pouches (Mega International) and 10 µl 
RAY209- GFP (standardized to reach the desired c.f.u. per 
seed concentration), or 10 µl sterile dH2O for control plants, 
added to the back of the pouch (day 0). This was performed 
to assess motility of RAY209 to the canola seeds. For effec-
tive germination and to maintain sterility, all pouches were 
covered with tinfoil and placed in a phytotron (Conviron 
PGR15) with a day/night cycle of 16/8 h and 22/18 °C. Tinfoil 
was removed after 48 h and sterile dH2O added to each pouch 
to maintain the seedlings until imaging (day 7).

Fig. 1. Cell counts of medium- suspended and canola root- colonizing 
RAY209. Medium- suspended cell numbers were stable over the 7 day 
growth period in the hydroponic canola root boxes (P

two tail
 0.91). While 

the loosely root- associated cell numbers also remained constant from 
day 2 to day 7 (P

two tail
 0.18), there was a statistically significant log

10
- 

fold increase in the root- attached cell numbers over this time period 
(P

one tail
 0.03). n=3 replicates. The corresponding day 7 RNA- seq dataset 

specifically isolated this root- attached RAY209 population for insight 
into root colonization regulatory gene networks.
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For imaging, a Nile red stock solution (Tokyo Chemical 
Industry) in DMSO (Fisher Scientific) (0.5 g l−1) was diluted 
50× with distilled water and used as the Nile red working 
solution (NRWS). Root material separated from a live canola 
plant was sufficiently covered by NRWS in a sterile plastic 
Petri dish and stained for 10 min. NRWS was then removed, 
and the stained root placed and affixed in the centre of the 
dish using Scotch tape (3M). Distilled water was then added 

to the dish to sufficiently ensure the root was fully immersed 
in water.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy and image 
analysis
Fluorescence signals from RAY209- GFP and from canola 
roots stained with Nile red were visualized using a Nikon 
C2 confocal microscope system configured with a Nikon 

Fig. 2. Colonization of Nile red- stained canola roots with 1.0×105 c.f.u. of D. acidovorans RAY209- GFP per seed. Magnification ×10, 
2- channel image. (a) Canola root adjacent to stem; (b) middle of root; (c) root tip. Coverage of the entire root surface [a+b+c] by RAY209- 
GFP was 40.33±8.39 % (n=3 for each area).
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Eclipse LV100D- U microscope (Nikon Instruments) with 
water- immersible Nikon Fluor (×10/0.30 NA, ×40/0.80 NA 
and ×60/1.00 NA) lenses, and laser excitation lines of 488 
and 543 nm. Root tips, mid areas and adjacent- to- stem root 
areas were analysed using confocal laser scanning microscopy 
(Fig. 2). NIS Elements Viewer software (Nikon Instruments) 
was used to quantitate green fluorescence signals from 
RAY209- GFP (Ng=mean number of green objects) and red 
fluorescence signals from the plant roots (Nr=mean number of 
red objects) in the three areas of a root, using three replicates 
for each root area. Quantitated green fluorescence was calcu-
lated as the fraction of total fluorescence [(Ng

√
Ng + Nr)× 100]  

and represents coverage of an entire canola root surface by 
RAY209- GFP.

RAY209 cell harvesting for RNA extraction
On day 2 and day 7 following initial setup and inoculation of 
canola and soybean growth systems, liquid growth medium 
and plant roots were sampled to collect medium- suspended 
and root- attached RAY209 cells for RNA extraction. Root 
samples were collected by removing mesh screens with plant 
roots from each box and using a sterile scalpel to cut roots 
on the underside of the mesh from the point where they were 
submerged in liquid medium. Cut roots were immediately 
placed into 20 ml of ice- cold 95 % ethanol:5 % acid phenol. 
These samples were incubated on ice for 5 min and gently 
agitated on a vortex mixer to remove any excess loosely root- 
associated RAY209 cells. Roots were then collected and placed 
into a sterile foil packet, immediately flash- frozen in liquid N2 
and stored at −80 °C prior to subsequent processing. Medium- 
suspended cells were sampled compositely by collecting a 
total of 10 ml cell suspension from four corners of an indi-
vidual growth system box. Suspensions were centrifuged at 
10 000 g for 10 min at 4 °C, then resuspended in 4 ml ice- cold 
95 % ethanol:5 % acid phenol. Resuspended cells were kept 
on ice for 45 min, followed by centrifugation at 8200 g for 
15 min at room temperature. Cells were resuspended in 1 ml 
supernatant and transferred to a fresh tube and collected 
again by centrifugation at 8200 g for 5 min. The supernatant 

was decanted, and the cell pellet flash frozen in liquid N2 and 
stored at −80 °C.

RNA extraction
Frozen roots in tinfoil packets were gently beaten with a 
spatula to break the roots into smaller pieces. For each root 
sample, a total of 0.4 g root pieces was transferred into two 
separate 1.4 ml tubes containing 0.25 g of 1 mm glass beads. 
Samples were then processed according to Holmes et al. 
[16] and the two separate extraction preps were combined 
after chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24 : 1) and 10 % CTAB 
(N- cetyl- N,N,N- trimethylammonium bromide)/0.7 M NaCl 
extraction. Combined cell extractions were then processed 
using an RNeasy mini column kit (Qiagen) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions and eluted with 30 µl RNase- free 
water.

Frozen medium- suspended cell pellets were resuspended 
in 100 µl TE buffer with 50 mg lysozyme ml−1 and 20 mg/
ml proteinase K (Qiagen). Suspensions were incubated at 
room temperature for 5 min, with vortexing every 10 s for 
2 min, followed by addition of 1 ml pre- heated (65 °C) TRIzol 
(Qiagen). Suspensions were vortexed on high for 3 min, incu-
bated at room temperature for 5 min, and then subjected to 
a chloroform/ethanol extraction. The upper phase of this 
extraction was collected and processed using an RNeasy 
mini column kit according to manufacturer’s instructions 
and eluted in 30 µl RNase- free water.

All RNA eluates were DNase- treated with the Turbo DNA- 
free kit (Thermo- Fisher) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. RNA samples were then checked for RNA 
contamination via quantitative PCR, by first making cDNA 
using a SuperScript VILO cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) 
and using primers specific for rpoD, gyrA and 16S rRNA 
genes of RAY209. Root- attached RNA samples were subjected 
to rRNA removal using probes from a bacterial and plant 
seed/root Ribo- Zero depletion kit (Illumina) combined at 
equal concentration. RNA samples extracted from medium- 
suspended cells were rRNA depleted using the bacterial Ribo- 
Zero depletion kit (Illumina). All RNA samples were assessed 
for quality and size distribution pre- and post- rRNA removal 
via Bioanalyzer trace (RNA 6000 Nano; Agilent),

RNA sequencing and data processing
All 24 RNA samples were sequenced on one lane of an 
Illumina HiSeq version 4 platform using paired- end, 125 bp 
cycles. Raw reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic v.0.38 
[17] for quality (phred 33), a minimum length of 100 bp and 
a sliding window of 10 : 30, and then aligned to the National 
Center for Biotechnology Information RefSeq RAY209 
genome (ASM244305v1) [13] using Bowtie2 v.2.3.4.3 with 
flags -X 400 and --very- sensitive [18]. Trimmed reads gener-
ated from canola or soybean hosts were also aligned using 
short- reads mapper star v.2.6.1a_08–27 [19] and assembled 
using StringTie v.1.2.3d [20, 21] using default parameters to 
Ensembl genomes of Brassica napus release 43 and Glycine 
max v2.1, respectively [22]. HTSeq- count v.0.11.2 was used 

Table 1. Number of sigDE genes between medium- suspended and root- 
attached RAY209 cells on canola and soybean

Plant Comparison
(condition 1 vs 

condition 2)

Total sigDE 
genes

(Padj <0.05)

No. of genes 
increased in 
condition 1

No. of genes 
increased in 
condition 2

Canola M D2 vs R D2 594 293 301

M D7 vs R D7 847 432 415

R D2 vs RD7 206 132 74

Soybean M D2 vs R D2 823 370 453

M D7 vs R D7 447 141 306

R D2 vs R D7 70 33 37

D2, Day 2; D7, day 7; M, medium- suspended; R, root- attached.
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to generate count matrices for all sample alignments [23], 
then pairwise statistical comparisons made between repli-
cate samples of experimental condition using DESeq2 [24]. 
Blast2GO was used to perform functional annotation and 
gene ontology (GO) assignment of significantly differentially 
expressed (sigDE) (Padj<0.05) transcripts [25].

RESULTS
RAY209 colonization of canola
D. acidovorans RAY209 is commercially formulated as a 
PGPR inoculant for canola seeds (BioBoost Liquid; Lalle-
mand Plant Care) and is formulated along with Bradyrhizo-
bium diazoefficiens USDA 110 as a co- inoculant for soybean 
seeds (BioBoost+; Lallemand Plant Care). Here, we confirmed 
the strong attachment and colonization of canola roots by 
RAY209 (Figs 1, 2, S2 and S3) and its PGPR activity (Fig. 
S4, Table S1) within a hydroponic growth system (Figs S5 
and S6). A canola root attachment assay was done to validate 
the distinct RAY209 cell populations referred to throughout 
the study – medium- suspended cells are the planktonic, 
non- root- associated population; loosely root- associated cells 
are the weak, reversibly root- interacting population; root- 
attached cells are the strong, irreversibly attached population 
anchored to the root (Fig. 1). The medium- suspended and 
root- attached RAY209 cell populations were examined with 
RNA- seq in order to capture the differences between these 
distinct life stages.

At day 2 post- inoculation, RAY209 cells primarily remained 
medium- suspended or loosely root- associated in a 

pre- colonization phase (Fig. 1). However, by day 7, a signifi-
cant log10- fold subset of these cells had transitioned to the 
strongly root- attached state as they successfully colonized the 
root surface. This population requires rigorous homogeniza-
tion to be effectively detached from the root, as described in 
the supplementary material (Fig. S3). Thus, we posit that the 
RAY209 cells harvested in this manner comprise the irrevers-
ibly root- attached population [4] and were treated as such 
for the purposes of the subsequent RNA- seq experiments 
and analyses. The same cell harvesting approach was used 
to evaluate the transcriptional response of RAY209 during 
interaction with soybean roots and differentiate RAY209’s 
planthost- specific transcriptional response from its core 
transcriptional activities employed during exposure to the 
roots of either plant type.

Experimental RNA-seq conditions
For the transcriptional experiment, canola and soybean seeds 
were germinated separately for 4 days, then transferred to 
grow hydroponically in the presence of 0.5× nutrient- rich 
Hoagland’s solution (Figs S5 and S6). The hydroponic box 
systems were inoculated with 5.5×107 c.f.u. D. acidovorans 
RAY209 ml−1, and at 2 and 7 days post- inoculation, RAY209 
cells designated as medium- suspended (‘M’; present in the 
liquid hydroponic medium) and root- attached (‘R’; anchored 
to the root surface) were recovered in triplicate from both 
plant systems for RNA isolation and subsequent RNA- seq 
analysis. Read mapping of all 24 samples indicated that 
between 7 and 8 million reads from the root- attached samples 
were plant- derived (either canola and/or soybean), leaving 
roughly 1 million non- 16S rRNA reads mapping to RAY209 
root- attached cells (Table S2). This provided sufficient 
sequencing depth for statistical identification of the sigDE 
(Padj <0.05) genes between medium- suspended and root- 
attached RAY209 (Figs S7 and S8), as well as the opportunity 
to partially profile the transcriptional response of the respec-
tive plant host root tissues to RAY209 colonization.

This experimental design afforded the opportunity to 
compare the transcriptional profiles of medium- suspended 
and root- attached cell states on specific plant hosts under 
several conditions. These included temporal comparisons of 
RAY209 populations during early and sustained coloniza-
tion states, as well as during interaction with different plant 
host root environments. Subsequent analysis of sigDE genes 
was restricted to those that exhibited greater than or equal 
to a fourfold (2 log2) change in transcript abundance.

Early versus sustained root colonization
The greatest number of sigDE RAY209 genes occurred 
between medium- suspended and root- attached cell states 
during early colonization of soybean (i.e. M D2 vs R D2; 
823 sigDE genes; Table 1) and sustained colonization of 
canola (i.e. M D7 vs R D7; 847 sigDE genes; Table 1). There 
are considerably fewer sigDE genes between early and late 
root- attached cells for each plant type [i.e. canola R D2 vs R 
D7 (206 sigDE); soybean R D2 vs R D7 (70 sigDE); Table 1]. 
The vast difference in the number of sigDE genes involved 

Table 2. Number of shared sigDE RAY209 genes for comparable 
experimental conditions between and within plant types

Condition 
comparison 1*

No. of shared sigDE 
genes

(Padj <0.05)

Condition comparison 2*

D2
Canola M vs R
(594 sigDE)

295 D7
Canola M vs R

(847 sigDE)

D2
Soybean M vs R
(823 sigDE)

163 D7
Soybean M vs R

(447 sigDE)

D2
Canola M vs R
(594 sigDE)

173 D2
Soybean M vs R

(823 sigDE)

D7
Canola M vs R
(847 sigDE)

134 D7
Soybean M vs R

(447 sigDE)

D2
Canola R vs soybean 
R
(501 sigDE)

132 D7
Canola R vs soybean R

(276 sigDE)

D2, Day 2; D7, day 7; M, medium- suspended; R, root- attached.
*Total number of sigDE gene for a given comparison are provided 
in parentheses.
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in the two processes indicates that a more extensive tran-
scriptional response is required for medium- suspended 
RAY209 cells to transition to the root- attached state than 
is required for the root- attached cell population to maintain 
colonization over time. This in turn could suggest that the 
initial phases of root attachment pose a greater environ-
mental challenge than maintaining root colonization on a 
plant undergoing physiological maturations.

The expression profiles of medium- suspended and root- 
attached RAY209 cells are somewhat conserved between 
plant types, illustrated by 173 shared sigDE genes during 
early colonization (D2) and 134 during sustained coloniza-
tion (D7) (Table 2). These genes likely represent the core 
colonization response induced in RAY209 as medium- 
suspended cells navigate and adhere to the roots of either 
plant, and transition to the strongly root- attached state 
as they establish sustained colonization between day 
2 and day 7 (Fig.  3). Notably, genes related to motility 
(flagellar assembly; CHL79_07725–CHL79_07770), 
energy production and iron- sulfur storage (CHL79_26455; 
CHL79_26470–CHL79_26480) exhibited increased expres-
sion in medium- suspended cells (Fig. 3). The strong and 
directed metabolic response elicited from RAY209 cells 
suspended in the relatively nutrient- depleted plant growth 
medium provides insight into the induced chemotactic 
response that prompts RAY209 to seek the nutrient- replete 
plant- root environment provided by root exudation. Genes 

for amino acid biosynthesis (CHL79_05525; CHL79_15245; 
CHL79_26475) were also up- regulated in the medium- 
suspended cell population (Fig. 3), which further supports 
that these cells are experiencing nutrient- deficient condi-
tions. In turn, a fasciclin- like gene (CHL79_06460), 
encoding a cell- surface protein related to cellular adhe-
sion in plants and other eukaryotes, was among the most 
strongly up- regulated transcripts in root- attached cells 
relative to medium- suspended cells of both plant types, 
implying a significant transition to strong attachment or 
adhesion of RAY209 to either plant- root system (Fig. 3). 
This is supported by the log10- fold increase in root- attached 
cells observed between days 2 and 7 of the RAY209 canola 
root colonization assay (Fig. 1).

Several specific RAY209 transcripts are uniquely differ-
entially expressed during growth in the presence of either 
canola or soybean (Fig.  3), including CHL79_03105 
(efflux transporter component) and CHL79_26470 (iscU; 
FE- S cluster assembly scaffold). Differences in magnitude 
and/or direction of fold- change for specific transcripts 
across conditions underlines the dynamic behaviour 
required of root- colonizing bacteria and suggests poten-
tial modifications in PGPR gene expression elicited in 
response to plant- specific root environmental conditions 
[26].

Fig. 3. Fifty representative sigDE RAY209 genes between medium- suspended (M) and root- attached (R) states common in canola and 
soybean. Purple shading indicates increased expression in medium- suspended cells; green shading indicates increased expression in 
root- attached cells. Bold entries indicate expression is sigDE (Padj <0.05). InterPro GO names provide the functional annotation category: 
BP, biological process; CC,cellular component; MF, molecular function.
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Core RAY209 transcriptome response during 
interaction with canola and soybean roots
Temporal comparison of root- attached RAY209 transcrip-
tional response to growth on canola and soybean reveals 
501 shared sigDE transcripts during the early colonization 
response (D2), counter to 276 shared sigDE transcripts 
after sustained colonization (D7) (Table  2). This suggests 
that RAY209 mounts a larger core transcriptional response 
during the initial phases of root attachment compared to the 
later phase of sustained root colonization. Shared amongst 
these expression profiles are 132 RAY209 transcripts that 
consistently experience increased sigDE when root- attached 
with both canola and soybean during both early (D2) and 
sustained (D7) colonization (Table 2).

GO annotation of the 132 shared root- attached transcripts 
reveals that most of the cellular activities induced during 
RAY209 interaction with either plant host, at both early 

and sustained stages of colonization, fall into categories of 
biological process (BP) and molecular function (MF), and 
to a lesser extent involve the category of cellular component 
(CC) (Fig. 4). These categories include multiple biosynthetic 
processes, complex transcriptional regulation and general 
stress responses. Importantly, hydrolase activity, metal ion 
binding and membrane transport and/or remodelling (inte-
gral component membrane) were up- regulated activities, 
as has been demonstrated previously for Herbaspirillum 
colonization of maize [27]. The transcriptional activities of 
several putative ABC transporters were further examined for 
specific up- or down- regulation given that ABC transporters 
play an important role in the catabolic growth and activities of 
bacterial cells, which could provide insights into the nature of 
catabolites present in a specific environment (Fig. 5). Specific 
ABC transporters are similarly expressed by both canola and 
soybean root- attached RAY209 cells, and during the same 

Fig. 4. GO annotations of 132 core genes experiencing differential expression during early and sustained association with both canola 
and soybean. The GO terms provide the functional annotation category: BP, biological process; CC, cellular component; MF, molecular 
function. The levels indicate the specificity of annotation. SigDE Padj <0.05.
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Fig. 5. Specific sigDE cellular transporter transcripts of root- attached RAY209 cells. Locus tags with an asterisk indicate the start of a 
predicted gene operon. SigDE Padj <0.05. (a) Differential expression (DE) of specific transcripts between early (day 2) and sustained (day 
7) colonization for both canola and soybean; (b) DE of specific transcripts in either canola or soybean during early colonization; (c) DE of 
specific transcripts in either canola or soybean during sustained colonization.
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stage of colonization, i.e. CHL79_13590, CHL79_13580, 
CHL79_00585 and CHL79_00595 (annotated as being related 
to general and sulfate/sulfonate transport) are each abundant 
during early colonization (D2) of either plant root (Fig. 5a). 
However, while there are multiple ABC transporter tran-
scripts that share similar patterns of expression between plant 
types and across time, there is often a difference in the fold- 
change in expression of a given transcript (i.e. CHL79_20150 
and CHL79_18990). It is possible that this indicates a fine- 
tuned response from RAY209 when initially adapting to/
establishing colonization of unique plant- root environments; 
however, such sensitive detection is likely beyond the capacity 
of this dataset. Nonetheless, as demonstrated by Fig. 5(b, c), 
specific transcripts experience considerable difference in the 
direction of fold- change in expression between plant types, 
with genes annotated as being related to metal, methionine, 
sulfonate and sulfate transport experiencing considerable 
increase in expression during early colonization of soybean 
relative to canola (Fig. 5b). Following sustained colonization, 
there is differentiation in the expression of specific transcripts 
with seemingly shared or overlapping function between 
plant types, for example with branched- chain amino acid 
ABC transporters CHL79_23015 (increased abundance in 
soybean) and CHL79_08050 (increased abundance in canola) 
(Fig. 5c). This observation demonstrates a further adaptation 
to the respective plant environments over time, but cannot 
be prescriptive of specific plant- root conditions. Instead, 

this data supports the need for future studies to profile and 
correlate metabolite exudates with root colonization ability.

Transcriptional changes in plant hosts colonized by 
RAY209
The co- isolation of plant mRNA alongside extracted bacterial 
mRNA was unavoidable; thus, a brief analysis was performed 
to highlight genes from each plant type that were sigDE over 
the length of the experiment. For instance, a canola glycoside 
hydrolase (BnaC08g32030D-1) with similarity to a pectin 
family of hydrolases was increased 4.8- fold during early 
colonization (D2) by RAY209 relative to sustained coloniza-
tion (D7) (Fig. 6). Examination of the soybean transcriptional 
response to putative colonization by RAY209 revealed an 11.3- 
fold increase in abundance of a metallopeptidase (M10) gene 
(GLYMA_01G036900; Padj 1.70×10−8) during early coloniza-
tion relative to sustained colonization. This class of metal-
lopeptidases function as extracellular proteases that have a 
role in degrading and remodelling extracellular matrices [28]. 
During early exposure to RAY209, soybean plants exhibited 
a threefold increase in abundance of another potential cell 
wall remodelling gene GLYMA_01G137700 (Padj=0.009), 
which shares homology with pectin lyases, and up- regulated 
GLYMA_10G016500, which is a putative transcriptional 
regulator of unknown function. Following sustained RAY209 
colonization (D7), soybean gene GLYMA_01G200100, 

Fig. 6. Schematic of highly abundant transcripts and processes during early (day 2) and sustained (day 7) RAY209 colonization of canola 
or soybean. Transcripts abundant in plant hosts experiencing RAY209 colonization are also indicated.
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encoding a transmembrane transport protein with homology 
to nitrate transporters, was present at a 22- fold greater level 
(Padj=0.0005) relative to early colonization (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION
Our experimental design provided the opportunity to study 
the changes in transcript abundance related to the establish-
ment of root attachment and colonization by a PGPR, and 
allowed us to observe broad genetic changes of the maturing 
root- attached population during sustained colonization. 
Separation of the medium- suspended cells from root- 
attached cells relied on the known behaviour of rhizobacteria 
to strongly anchor to root surfaces – a process that has been 
well- established through studies on bacterial root attachment 
[4], with additional support derived from canola root attach-
ment assays (Figs 1 and S2 and S3) and GFP staining and visu-
alization of root- attached cells (Fig. 2). This study provides 
an overview of the transcriptional responses employed by 
RAY209 during the colonization of two distinct plant- root 
systems, providing important insights into the mechanistic 
strategies of root establishment employed by agriculturally 
relevant rhizobacteria.

The observed changes in RAY209 gene expression were 
greatest between the medium- suspended and root- attached 
populations on both the canola and soybean roots, while 
root- attached cells on both plant types experienced limited 
differential expression over time. However, this survey of the 
broad genetic changes does allude to the existence of both (i) 
a core generalized gene expression response to root coloniza-
tion (Fig. 4) and (ii) changes in gene expression induced by 
the specific planthost root environment (Fig. 6).

Bacterial root colonization is initiated with cell attach-
ment to the root surface and has been shown to involve 
two phases: an initial, weak, reversible phase, followed by 
a strong, irreversible phase [4]. While the experimental 
design does not allow for assessment of the transcriptional 
response to a colonization ‘signal’ or triggering event that 
prompts RAY209 cells to initiate weak or strong attachment, 
the binary medium- suspended and root- attached cell states 
profiled permit investigation into the transcriptional activi-
ties related to these distinct bacterial lifestyles. Both phases 
involve the use of a variety of cell- surface components, some 
of which are conserved in plant- associated bacteria, while 
others are species- specific, including flagella, pili, exopoly-
saccharides and specific outer- surface proteins [4]. RAY209 
demonstrated increased transcription of genes related to 
exopolysaccharide production, as well as CHL79_06460, 
which shares homology to the fasciclin family of adhesins 
(Figs 3 and 6). Expression of this transcript increased during 
RAY209 interaction with both canola and soybean roots 
relative to medium- suspended cells; in the case of soybean, 
expression continued to increase throughout root coloni-
zation, ultimately demonstrating the highest fold- change 
among all genes with a 10- fold increase in expression from 
day 2 to day 7 in soybean root- attached cells. As mentioned, 
fasciclin cell- surface proteins have been well- studied in 

plants and other eukaryotes, and have been shown to play 
various roles in cell adhesion and subsequent cell physi-
ology [29], despite having relatively uncharacterized roles 
in bacterial physiology [30]. However, a fasciclin homologue 
in Sinorhizobium meliloti, annotated as nex18, was shown 
to be expressed in root nodules, and a strain with a nex18 
mutation resulted in a loss of ability to form nitrogen- fixing 
nodules [31]. Apart from this study, the fasciclin proteins 
remain unstudied in PGPRs; thus, our results prompt further 
investigation into their role in plant- root colonization.

The up- regulation of a hypothetical protein with a ferritin- like 
domain (CHL79_06465) in the day 7 soybean root colonizing 
RAY209 population hints at the potential chemical influences 
within the root environment, and merits further investiga-
tion into the role of iron acquisition in sustained colonization 
of the mature soybean root system (Fig. 3). The production 
of iron- sequestering siderophores by plant- root- colonizing 
bacteria has been well studied due to the direct and indirect 
plant growth- promoting benefits of sequestering environ-
mental iron for plant use or preventing iron acquisition by 
deleterious soil- dwelling microbes [32].

Of further interest are the changes in expression of tran-
scriptional regulators between soybean and canola root- 
colonizing populations, as these can provide insights into 
how bacterial colonizers use specific regulatory networks to 
respond to unique environmental root signals. Many of the 
transcriptional regulators found to be differentially expressed 
are classified within the families that are known to regulate 
the expression of catabolic gene operons, such as the AraC 
family of regulators, which is logical given the nature of 
carbon compounds exuded by plant roots and the role of root 
exudation in modulating bacterial growth [33, 34]. Further-
more, an uncharacterized, two- component regulatory system, 
CHL79_18710/CHL79_18705, had significantly higher levels 
of expression in the day 2 RAY209 canola root- attached 
population relative to the day 7 population; this system was 
not expressed in the corresponding soybean population 
(Supplementary Excel File). It is possible to postulate that this 
two- component signal transduction system is sensing and 
regulating gene expression in response to an environmental 
cue specific to early developing canola root systems, which 
highlights the value of RNA- seq datasets in generating future 
hypothesis- driven research to identify new plant–microbe 
signalling networks.

Similar to other studies [35], the increase in expression of 
several predicted ABC transporter genes during root colo-
nization was observed (Fig.  5). Many of the up- regulated 
ABC transporter genes are predicted to encode amino acid 
uptake transporters, serving the role of scavenging amino 
acids in plant- root exudates for RAY209 biosynthetic 
purposes and as sources for carbon catabolism. The diversity 
of transporters that experienced sigDE during colonization 
highlights RAY209 as a versatile PGPR that is genetically 
equipped to adapt to multiple plant hosts and the changing 
carbon exudates that result from host plant and root system 
maturation.
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Many sigDE genes (i.e. >2 log2, Padj <0.05) are conserved 
hypothetical genes or genes with domains of unknown func-
tion (DUFs). For example, comparison between medium- 
suspended and root- attached cells during canola root 
colonization reveals the up- regulation of 18 hypothetical 
genes (sigDE; Padj <0.05) (Supplementary Excel File). In 
another case, the DUF3455- containing genes CHL79_03905 
and CHL79_25525 were strongly increased in differential 
expression in RAY209 cells isolated from soybean roots at 
day 7, revealing 20- fold higher expression compared to cells 
isolated from day 2 roots (Padj <0.05). DUF3455 is also found 
within genomes of plant- associated Bradyrhizobium [36].

The co- extraction of plant- root mRNA provided an oppor-
tunity to explore the nature of the plant host transcrip-
tome as it responds to RAY209 colonization. While it is 
important to note that plant maturation may play a role in 
these observed transcriptional changes, the nature of the 
differentially expressed genes supports previous studies 
and highlights common themes in the biological processes 
of plant–microbe interactions. For example, both canola 
and soybean responded to RAY209 exposure by increasing 
expression of transcripts related to the remodelling of 
the plant cell wall and extracellular matrix, including 
distinct glycolytic and proteolytic enzymes such as pectin 
lyases and extracellular metalloproteases. The induction 
of cell wall remodelling enzymes is thought to facilitate 
root development by controlling cell wall loosening and 
altering root architecture [37], and may further facilitate 
colonization by PGPRs [38]. Supporting this hypothesis, 
a legume pectate lyase has been shown to be necessary 
for successful nodulation by rhizobial symbionts [39], and 
other hydrolases are known to be important for rhizobium 
root infection [40]. Furthermore, the increased expres-
sion of a predicted nitrate transporter by soybean roots 
during sustained RAY209 colonization is similar to the 
reported activity of the PGPR Pseudomonas nitroreducens 
in Arabidopsis thaliana, where plant- nitrate transport gene 
expression is up- regulated in the presence of the PGPR to 
support nitrogen uptake [41].

Ultimately, the analysis of RAY209 transcriptional behav-
iour during early and sustained colonization of canola 
and interaction with soybean roots reveals that this isolate 
is capable of a strong motility response when medium- 
suspended, and increases the abundance of transcripts 
related to strong root- attachment and responsive nutrient 
uptake. The process of establishing initial root interactions 
from a medium- suspended state induces a stronger, argu-
ably more complex, transcriptional response than does 
sustained interaction throughout root maturation. While 
this dataset prompts several routes of analysis worth further 
investigation – including PGPR transcriptional regulation 
in response to plant host and the role of fasciclin in PGPR 
activity – it also demonstrates the genomic capacity for 
RAY209 to adapt to the distinct root environments of two 
globally important food crops, which has implications for 
the application of RAY209 as both a canola and soybean 
PGPR seed inoculant.
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